State Strategic Plan 2018–2023 (FY2019–FY2023)
VISION: Vermont’s economy is growing faster than the costs of living; our state is measurably more affordable each

		

STRATEGIC
OUTCOME

year for families and businesses; and we are meeting our obligation to protect the most vulnerable.

Grow the Economy

MAKE VERMONT MORE AFFORDABLE

We will grow Vermont’s economy by expanding existing businesses, recruiting
new employers and expanding our labor force (workers age 25 to 64), resulting in
increased economic opportunity, more jobs, higher K-12 school enrollment and
growth in state revenues.

We will make Vermont a more affordable place for families and businesses by
advancing policies that support both economic expansion and affordability;
working to prevent state spending and regulated costs, like electric rates and
healthcare spending, from rising faster than wages; and building capacity in state
government through innovation, improvement and efficiencies.

ff Size of Workforce: Percent of Population; Statewide and by County

STRATEGIC
OUTCOME

Breakthrough
ff Employee Growth Rate: Total and Size by Employee Count
Indicators

Breakthrough
Indicators

ff Wage Growth by Region

PROTECTING THE VULNERABLE

ff Percent of Population Living at or Below 200% FPL

Breakthrough
ff Kindergarten Readiness
Indicators

ff Employees Trained In Continuous Improvement

Breakthrough
ff Employees Trained in Continuous Improvement by Cabinet and Non-Cabinet Units
Indicators

ff Percent of Population with Access to Comprehensive Healthcare (includes
preventative, primary and mental health, substance use disorder treatment
and recovery)
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We will nurture and institutionalize a culture of continuous improvement by
integrating the Governor’s vision with employee-driven reforms to improve
processes and modernize state government’s systems, providing more
efficient and effective services and improving customer service in all areas
of state government.

STRATEGIC
OUTCOME

ff Rate of Homelessness/Housing Stability

»» Healthcare
»» Housing (including utilities and heating costs)
»» Taxes and Fees

Modernize and Improve
Efficiency of Government

We will protect the most vulnerable by providing services and benefits aimed
at lifting more Vermonters out of poverty, ensuring the greatest degree of
participation and independence, protecting children, and improving overall health
and wellness of our communities.

STRATEGIC
OUTCOME

ff Average Percent of House Hold Income Spent on:

ff Number of On-Line Transactions

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

Grow the Economy

STRATEGIC
OUTCOME

We will grow Vermont’s economy, by focusing
on attracting new industries, expanding existing
businesses, and increasing our workforce-aged
population (age 25 to 64), resulting in increased
economic opportunity, more jobs and higher
K-12 public school enrollment.

State Strategic Plan 2018–2023 (FY2019–FY2023) Vision
Vermont’s economy is growing faster than the costs of living; our state is measurably
more affordable each year for families and businesses; and we are meeting our
obligation to protect the most vulnerable.

Annually, increase the revenue generated from rooms and meals taxes
through targeted marketing and promotions to out-of-state visitors to generate
more tax revenues and additional growth in the tourism economy.

Key Indicators

Economy

ACCD

GOAL: Targeted Out-of-State Marketing
ff Increase

rooms and meals tax receipt revenue by $5M/year.

ff Increase

average length of visitor stay from 2.4 nights to 2.5 nights by 2019.

ff Attract

1,000 guests in “Stay-to-Stay” Weekend promotion by the end of 2018.

Economy

AOT

Continuously work to increase

passenger rail capacity and usage in the
Western Corridor.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Western Rail Corridor Passenger Capacity
ff Extend

the Amtrak Ethan Allen Express from Rutland to Burlington by 2022.

ff Extend

the Amtrak Vermonter to Montreal two years after all legislative and operating agreements and infrastructure improvements are in place in Canada.

ff Increase

ridership on the Ethan Allen Express by 3% per year over 2017 baseline levels.

ff Increase

ridership on the Vermonter by 3% per year over 2017 baseline levels.

By January 15, 2018, measure the cost to administer each tax
type and benefit program in relation to the revenue it generates or the number
of Vermonters served to provide policy makers with better information to aid
them in making decisions most appropriate for Vermont. (TAX)

Key Indicators

Economy

AOA

GOAL: Tax Administration Cost/Benefit Analysis
ff Quantified

ff Known

cost per revenue generated.

number of Vermonters served by each major credit or benefit program.

Economy

DFR

By Fall 2018, complete a feasibility study exploring the potential

for increasing revenue and providing additional industry jobs by making
Vermont a preferred domicile for insurance-linked securities (ILS) special
purpose vehicles. If necessary, propose necessary enabling and/or regulatory
legislation in FY 2019.
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Key Indicators

GOAL: Industry Preferred Domicile
ff Complete

feasibility study by Fall 2018.

ff Introduction

of necessary legislation in FY 2019.

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

Economy

DFR

By July 1, 2019, prepare and execute memoranda of understanding
among the New England states to (a) create a New England Regulatory
Financial Technology (FinTech) Sandbox, to promote the freedom of FinTech
companies to innovate and operate in our region, and (b) the creation of a
regional arrangement regarding the regulation of crowdfunding, to expand
access to capital for Vermont businesses.

Key Indicators

GOAL: New England Financial Tech Sandbox
ff Execution

of each memorandum of understanding by July 1, 2019.

By 2019, increase library partnerships, programs, and services that
support early childhood and family literacy, financial and digital literacy, and
lifelong learning library resources, particularly to populations facing barrier
to traditional library/government services. (LIB in partnership with other
departments/agencies)

Key Indicators

Economy

AOA

GOAL: Develop and Expand Library Partnerships
ff 10–15% increase
education programs.
ff 10–15%

in participation in partner programs, such as Assistive Technology Program and VELI-STEM early

increase in participation in literacy and workforce readiness programs and services across state government.

GOAL: Long-Range Transportation Plan
the top strategic outcomes (economy, affordability, protecting the most
vulnerable), the key economic and affordability indicators (e.g. increasing the
size of the private sector work workforce as a percent of population) and the
Agency’s top priorities herein.

By 2020, update the Transportation Project Selection and Prioritization
System to emphasize economic growth, road and bridge condition, safety
and resilience.

Key Indicators

Economy

AOT

By 2019 update the VT Long Range Transportation Plan to align with

ff Update
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

the Long Range Transportation Plan (last updated in 2009) with an emphasis on:

Significantly, and measurably, speeding deployment of transportation funding and project completion;
Reducing project management costs to push more money into roads and bridges (and less into project management);
Accelerating planning and regulatory time that slow projects;
Investments in preventative maintenance;
Supporting the transition to electric vehicles; and
Updating the Long Range Transportation Plan every 5 years.

GOAL: Expand Top 100 Energy Options
available to Vermont’s 100 largest customers by allowing them to receive
enhanced services through centrally delivered energy savings accounts
or self-managed energy efficiency program (currently available to only one
customer) to improve the costs of electricity in Vermont and encourage
development by businesses that are currently unable to effectively participate
in Vermont’s statewide energy efficiency programs.

ff Meet

Key Indicators

Economy

PSD

By January 2020, expand the number of energy program options

the deliverable deadline of January 2020.

ff Realize

the expansion objective through advocacy in Public Utility Commission order(s) and/or legislative enactment.

ff Double

participation in new energy program options relative to current program options available to large customers.

»» All large customers will be eligible, but participation will have at least doubled relative to current program options available for
large customers.
ff 90–100% of Vermont’s
program options.
ff Work

largest 100 customers have availed themselves of one or more newly available energy

to ensure rates are not growing faster than wages or growth in the state’s underlying economy.

By July 1, 2020, in coordination with domestic insurance companies
and captives, encourage and support students pursuing a career in the
domestic and/or captive insurance industry by implementing an insurancefocused degree program at one or more local college or university.
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Key Indicators

Economy

DFR

GOAL: Careers in Insurance Industry
ff Implementation

of a program by at least one VT college or university by July 1, 2020.

ff 25 students enrolling in the program in the first academic year, which will increase the potential employee base for domestic
insurance companies and captives and expand the Vermont work force.
ff $250,000 in insurance
Vermont students.

industry funding to the local college or university to support degree program implementation for

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

GOAL: Vermont’s Workforce Delivery System
delivery system that meets the needs of employers and job-seekers in
a changing economy, aligns services across providers, creates efficient
and timely sharing of information, and simplifies and unifies the employer
outreach system.

ff Establish

a locally-tailored service (e.g. employment opportunities and/or job training) referral
system and comprehensive, easily navigated job inventory database in all 12 regions by Jan 1, 2019.

Key Indicators

Economy

VDOL

By July 1, 2020, establish a unified “one-stop” workforce service

ff Establish

one full-service One-Stop Job Center and three satellite One-Stop Job Centers by July 1, 2020.

ff Increase the total amount
(1,300 individuals) over 2017 levels.

of staff-assisted services to un- and under-employed Vermonters by 10%

GOAL: Implement Education Quality Standards
By 2020, fully implement Education Quality Standards and Act 77 in all schools to
1. Personalized Learning Plans and Flexible Pathways: Grow the economy by tailoring educational
opportunities to the career and college goals of students in collaboration with career pathways
and workforce development.
2. Proficiency Based Learning: Grow the economy by holding schools accountable for achieving
skills in the areas employers value.
3. Education Quality Reviews and ESSA: Make Vermont more affordable by providing communities
with data to understand the quality and value of their investment in education.

Key Indicators

Economy

AOE

ensure that educational opportunities are aligned with career and college-readiness
expectations.

ff Development of Career Pathways in three high priority, high growth VT economic sectors such as advanced
manufacturing, health and medicine, green construction (includes work with partners) by 2020.
ff Conduct an Integrated Field Review Visit to 1/3 of Supervisory Unions/Districts each year
beginning in SY18 and generate a summative state report that measures academic proficiency, personalization, safe, healthy
schools, high-quality staffing and investment priorities. Reach all SUS/SDs by 2020.
ff Beginning in SY2018, prepare and publish a state report card (with disaggregated data for the SU/SD and
school) that measures annual progress for all students that are publicly funded. See performance goals by subgroup in Appendix.
ff Every SU/SD has an
measurable goals 2018.

operational Continuous Improvement Plan, based on a needs assessment and with

Economy

ANR

By 2020, advance five rural community

water (drinking water, wastewater and/or
stormwater) infrastructure projects to the final
design stage that include identified state,
federal, philanthropic, and private funding.
(This goal is related to ACCD SPG #3.)

Key Indicators

GOAL: Rural Community Water Projects
ff By 2018, adopt revised
based community systems.
ff By

municipal pollution control priority system that includes reduced administrative burdens for funding municipally-owned soil-

2020, expand CWSRF eligibility to enable award of funds to private entities for soils based community wastewater treatment and disposal.

ff By 2020, at least five population centers that have
solutions in areas lacking centralized water quality infrastructure.

utilized state planning funds to complete feasibility studies for community-scale

Economy

AOT

By 2020, ensure every Vermont

household is within 30 miles or less of
an electric vehicle fast charge station
and facilitate transition to electric vehicle
utilization in an economically feasible and
affordable way (in coordination with ANR and
PSD goals).

Key Indicators

GOAL: Electric Vehicle Infrastructure
ff Partner

with regional, local, and private sector entities to ensure all necessary level-3 fast charging stations are publicly accessible by 2020.

ff By year 2020 establish a fair and affordable user fee model for EVs that will offset the anticipated decline in gasoline consumption to support
transportation system development and maintenance needs. Implement the fee incrementally with full implementation occurring when EVs comprise 15% of all light duty vehicles
registered in Vermont.
ff Work in coordination with the Agency of Natural Resources and the Public Service Department to take an active role in rate cases at the Public
Utilities Commission (PUC), and regional electric rate discussions, in order to advocate for competitive regional electric rates to support electrification of the transportation sector.

Economy

AAFM

By FY2021, expand Vermont’s

agriculture economy in key areas such
as gross sales (local, domestic and
international), profitability of dairy and total
acreage in agricultural production.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Expand Agricultural Economy
ff Work with ACCD to attract and build one new milk processing facility in Vermont that can process more than 150,000 lbs. per day and to assist
existing dairy processors to increase product output by 20% over current levels. Number of jobs before and after will be documented and will increase by 10%.
ff Grow

food systems gross sales by $20M–$30M (domestic and international) or 50% over 2017 levels.
ff Increase the number of new agricultural operations and supporting industry businesses by 5% by 2021.

ff Increase the number of nationally recognized, and marketable,
Cheese awards, etc.) by one award each year for a total of four new awards by 2021.
ff Increase
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awards to Vermont producers (Sofi awards, Good Food Awards, American

the number of Vermont businesses attending the Summer Fancy Food Show (SFFS) by 15% over 2017 levels each year.
The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

promotion of agriculture and related industry
as viable occupations.

Key Indicators

By FY2021, substantially increase

ff Increase

Key Indicators

Economy

AAFM

GOAL: Agriculture as an Occupation

ff By

2018 develop a plan for employee recruitment.

ff In

2019 implement plan and welcome first round of 10# workers.

ff In

2020 increase participation in the program by 2% total workers and by 5% of farms.

the number of students going into Vocational Educational /Agricultural studies by 5% at the secondary/high school level.

ff Agency

to visit five Vermont vocational education/agricultural schools each fiscal year to discuss agriculture as a career.

ff Attend

four job fairs per year to recruit students to college level agricultural programs and to promote VT-based agricultural careers.

Economy

AAFM

GOAL: Increase Agriculture Workforce
By 2021, increase the total agriculture

workforce as a means of expanding the
workforce, diversifying the state’s population
and increasing taxable income.

GOAL: Technology Commercialization in Businesses
VT businesses, and recruit or help create new
businesses in VT (or VT based) via technology
commercialization.

ff Increase

Key Indicators

Economy

ACCD

By 2021, support the growth of existing

in the value and number of capital investments in at least 200 existing businesses by 2021.

ff Increase in the
by a minimum of 20.

number of business created / recruited as reported through VEGI, RDC networks and other funded partners

ff Implement

the Economic Development Marketing Plan.
»» Launch of Think Vermont campaign and ThinkVermont.com.
»» Increase ThinkVermont.com impressions, unique visitors and click through rates by (percentage to be determined after baseline is
established) per quarter during calendar years 2018–22.

Economy

ANR

By 2022, expand opportunities for

exceptional outdoor recreation experiences
and expand the outdoor recreation economy
through the Vermont Outdoor Recreation
Economic Collaborative (VOREC). (This goal is
related to ACCD SPG #5.)

Key Indicators

GOAL: Outdoor Recreation Expansion
ff By

2020, complete comprehensive recreation asset maps.
ff Increase consumer spending related to outdoor recreation activities in Vermont by 10% over 2017 levels.
ff Increase outdoor recreation-centric jobs by 5%.
ff Increase new Vermonters who respond to survey saying they come to Vermont for the outdoor recreation lifestyle by 10%.
ff 9% increase in women’s share of hunting and fishing participation.
ff 1.25% increase in angler participation (license sales and outreach events).

Economy

ANR

By 2022, increase the number of jobs

in forest management and protection in
Vermont. (This goal is related to ACCD SPG #4
and VDOL SPG #2.)
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Key Indicators

GOAL: Forest Management Workforce
ff Increase
ff By

sales of efficient wood and pellet heating systems in homes and smaller institutional buildings by 20% 5,400 pellet stoves and 845 pellet

2020, grow the number of workers compensation insured forest economy employers by 50% (100 to 150).

ff Maintain

current jobs in value added wood product employment in response to looming pressures that could significantly decrease these jobs.

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

Economy

PSD

By December 2022, implement rate design changes,

incentives and additional pathways encouraging increased ownership of
electric vehicles to realize system benefits, encourage optimal energy use
in transportation, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, reduce dependence
on fossil fuels and to lower costs of transportation for Vermonters.
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Key Indicators

GOAL: Electrify Transportation
ff Meet

the deliverable deadline of December 2022.

ff Increase

EV and renewably fueled vehicle VMT to 10% of all VMT.

ff EV

and renewably fueled registrations account for 10% of all registrations by 2025.

ff EV

and renewably fueled models available in VT are on par with California.

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

Make Vermont More
Affordable

STRATEGIC
OUTCOME

State Strategic Plan 2018–2023 (FY2019–FY2023) Vision

We will make Vermont a more affordable
place to live, work, start or build a business,
by growing the economy and workforce,
and building capacity in state government
services through innovation, improvement
and efficiencies.

Vermont’s economy is growing faster than the costs of living; our state is measurably
more affordable each year for families and businesses; and we are meeting our
obligation to protect the most vulnerable.

Affordability

ANR

Between 2017 and 2023, double

the number of electric and renewable fuelbased vehicles in Vermont, consistent with
Vermont’s Comprehensive Energy Plan and the
Zero Emission Vehicle Action Plan. (This goal is
related to PSD SPG #4 and VTrans SPG #3.)

Key Indicators

GOAL: Electric and Renewable-Fueled Vehicles
ff Hold

vehicle miles traveled (VMT) from all vehicles constant at 2011 levels and increase EV and renewably fueled vehicle VMT to 10% of all VMT.

ff EV

and renewably fueled registrations account for 10% of all registrations by 2023.

ff EV

and renewably fueled models available in VT are on par with California.

ff Reduce

emissions from tailpipes by 30% over 2017 levels by 2023.

GOAL: Increase Net New Housing Units
Key Indicators

Affordability

ACCD

For 2018 through 2022, grow the number of net new

units of housing, at all income levels, starting from the 2016 level, by
supporting new construction and rehabilitation of existing unused or
underutilized properties.

ff Increase

the number of net new units affordable to those earning 80–120% AMI by 5% annually for 2018–2022.

ff Increase

the number of building permits issued for new housing starts to achieve 5% annual increase.

ff Reduce

the number of Vermont households experiencing cost burden (30–50% of income spent on housing) and
severe cost burden (more than 50% of income spent on housing).

Affordability

AHS

By 2018, implement an AHS governance, and planning support

process to maximize Agency-wide resources to implement projects and
initiatives to improve performance.

By 2019, increase participation in performance improvement projects

(PIVOT) across the Agency to improve quality and increase efficiencies.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Improve Decision-Making to Streamline Processes and Maximize Resources
ff 100%
ff 5%
ff At

of all cross departmental and major initiatives go through the governance and planning support process.

of all employees are trained in process and performance improvement in each Department.

least 5 performance and process improvement projects conducted in each Department.

ff 50%

of projects proposed changes are approved for implementation.

ff 50%

of implemented projects can demonstrate improvement after 6 months.

By December 31, 2018 make recommendations to
policymakers that reform renewable energy policy to keep utility costs
affordable (consistent with the key performance indicators of the strategic
plan, such as reducing the percent of household income spent on housing
costs, including utilities) and reduce dependence on fossil fuels.
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Key Indicators

Affordability

PSD

GOAL: Revitalize Renewable Energy Policy
ff Meet

the deliverable deadline of December 31, 2018.

ff Enact recommendations through legislative action, Public Utility Commission order(s), or regulatory compacts with affected regulatory
stakeholders (e.g., regulated entities, policy advocates, sister agencies).
ff Work

to ensure rates are not growing faster than wages or growth in the state’s underlying economy.

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

Affordability

PSD

By July 1, 2019 the Public Service Department will have advanced a new form of utility

regulation directed at keeping rates affordable, ensuring continuity of safe and reliable service,
addressing sector challenges inherent with increased efficiency and reliance on renewables,
while ensuring adequate investment in utilities.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Reform Non-traditional (Alternative) Regulation
ff Meet

the deliverable deadline of January 1, 2019.

ff Realize
ff Work

the objective through advocacy in Public Utility Commission proceedings and resulting order(s).

to ensure rates are not growing faster than wages or growth in the state’s underlying economy.

By 2019, reduce the time it takes to contract by 50%. (BGS)
By 2020, increase bid participation by VT businesses by 15–20%. (BGS)
By 2021, reduce administrative cost of contracting by 30% and commodity cost by 25%. (BGS)

Key Indicators

Affordability

AOA

GOAL: Improve Quality and Efficiency of Critical Business Processes
ff 50%

reduction of time to contract vs. 2017 baseline.

ff 15–20%
ff 30%

increase in VT businesses bidding vs. 2017 baseline.

decrease of administrative cost for contracting and 25% decrease in commodities costs vs. 2017

Affordability

AOE

By FY2020, Vermont will have supported successful and voluntary unification of over 130

school districts into more efficient and effective delivery systems. (School governance reform
gives communities a tool to respond to the current demographic and financial circumstances.)

Key Indicators

GOAL: Leverage Economies of Scale
ff Reduce

number of districts by 130.

ff Reduce

number of SUs by 6–7.

ff Reduce

local education spending associated with shared services by 5%.

ff Reduce

percentage of local school system budgets spent on administrative cost by 5%.

ff Increase

staff to student ratio to 5:1

Affordability

ADS

By 2020, improve Vermonters’ experience with government by increasing online interaction.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Expand On-Line Citizen Interaction
ff 10%

annual increase over 2017 baseline in online interactions. e.g. licensing, registrations, customer service.
ff Two national level awards for web services.
ff Number of transactions accomplished online when compared to 2017 baseline.
ff 90% of our online services interactive and responsive by 2020.
ff Customer satisfaction rating of 4 out of 5 stars.

Affordability

AOE

By 2020, the Agency of Education will build the public’s

understanding of the educational investments made by local
communities, the sources of funds and the value of those
investments for educational outcomes.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Develop Constituent Resources for Understanding Education Investment
ff Develop

and deploy a Common Chart of Accounts and reliable mechanism for data collection from all SU/SDs.

ff Develop

data protocols that allow for better analysis between variables related to educational programs, investments and returns.

ff Publish

a technical assistance document to assist voters, legislators and school staff in understanding Vermont’s educational finance system.

ff Implement

a training session for new legislators to understand how schools are financed in Vermont.

Affordability

AHS

By 2020, increase the number of programs implementing evidence-informed practices
across AHS.
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Key Indicators

GOAL: Maximize Return on Investment
ff AHS

programs and services are implementing evidence-informed practices.

ff 50%

of new grants awarded that are to deliver evidence-informed practices.

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

Affordability

AHS

By 2020, implement value-based funding models in contracts and grants to drive quality
and outcomes in the delivery of programs and services.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Drive Quality, Outcomes and Lower Costs
ff 50%

of AHS programs and services go out to competitive bid with a focus on outcomes.

ff Contracts

and grants awarded are administered using a value-based funding model.

Affordability

AHS

By 2020, review AHS facilities to improve appropriateness and effectiveness of services to
enhance quality and outcomes for AHS customers.
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Key Indicators

GOAL: Review, Analyze and Plan AHS Facilities
ff 50% of AHS facilities are
AHS customers and AHS staff.

reviewed, analyzed, and plans or projects completed to support

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

Protecting the Vulnerable

STRATEGIC
OUTCOME

We will protect those Vermonter’s with severe
economic, physical and mental health challenges
by continuing to provide services and benefits
aimed at allowing them to participate to their
fullest in their communities, as well as reducing
the incidents of opioid use disorder to enable
these citizens to return to productive lives.

State Strategic Plan 2018–2023 (FY2019–FY2023) Vision
Vermont’s economy is growing faster than the costs of living; our state is measurably
more affordable each year for families and businesses; and we are meeting our
obligation to protect the most vulnerable.

Vulnerable

DPS

Continue commitment to fair and

impartial policing to all Vermonters
and partner with local and county law
enforcement agencies to promote fair and
impartial policing practices and strategies
statewide.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Commitment to Fair and Impartial Policing
ff Increased
ff Reduce
ff By

DPS and public participation in initiatives to promote fair and impartial policing.

statistically significant disparities in traffic stop data through the continued collection and analysis of such data.

2022, Increase by 5% percent the number of DPS employees with diverse backgrounds and experiences (coordination with ACCD and VDOL workforce goals).

GOAL: Improve Highway and Roadway Safety
ff Reduce

the five-year rolling average of the number of major crashes by 10% for each five-year period.
ff By 2023, install centerline rumble stripes (CLRS) on 80% of state highways that meet the requirements for use of CLRS. Given that there are 731 miles

Continuously reduce the number

of major crashes (a major crash results in a
fatality or incapacitating injury).
Key Indicators

AOT

Vulnerable

of state highways that meet the requirements for CLRS installation, the target is 585 miles.

ff By

2023, seat belt usage across Vermont will increase from approximately 85 to 90%.
ff By the 2019 construction season, work zones for all major VTrans managed construction projects on the interstate and other limited access roadways will include radar
speed feedback signs.

ff By the end of 2020, the Agency of Transportation will install permanent and/or temporary radar speed feedback signs along Vermont interstates and state highways
exhibiting speed and other critical safety issues identified in the Strategic Highway Safety Plan.
ff By

2020, develop and pilot test a protocol for implementing reduced posted speed limits in real time based on weather conditions and other special events.
ff By 2021, begin installing variable speed limit signs and related communication infrastructure required to implement lower posted speed limits in real time
based on weather conditions and special events. Locations will be selected based on safety evaluation.

Vulnerable

DPS

2018–2020, annually reduce illegal opioid (e.g.,
heroin, fentanyl) sales which are causing an increase
in overdose deaths and an increase in other crimes.
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Key Indicators

GOAL: Reduce Illegal Opioid Sales
ff Increased

investigations and arrests of illegal opioid traffickers by 5–10%.
ff Increased seizures of illegal opioids.
ff Annual reduction in opioid overdoses, including overdoses resulting in death.
ff Continuation and expansion of partnerships and joint investigations with local and county law enforcement.
ff Annually increase by 5% destruction of opioids legally prescribed but not used through participation and promotion of “drug take back” programs to
include easier disposal of opioids for the public. Ultimately, as more used drugs are collected, the amount of drugs collected should decrease.

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

By 2019, improve eligibility and enrollment
processes to reduce duration of process time and
increase eligibility and enrollment accuracy.

Key Indicators

Vulnerable

AHS

GOAL: Increase Timely and Accurate Enrollment
ff Increase

ff Reduce

timeliness of enrollment process in selected programs by 1%–5%.

error rates in eligibility determination in selected programs by 1%–5%.

By July 1, 2020, eliminate, and by 2024
reverse, the decline in VT’s labor force participation by
reengaging and assisting discouraged and/or undertrained workers, targeting outreach to disenfranchised
youth, bolstering employment services to individuals
exiting the correctional system, minimizing barriers to
employment for individuals on public assistance, and
investing in career awareness resources for young
Vermonters. (Supporting VDOL goal)

ff By

the end of 2018 achieve full executive branch awareness of, and support for, the critical imperative of expanding
the state’s workforce as a percent of total population.

Key Indicators

Vulnerable

ACCD

GOAL: Increase Vermont Workforce Numbers
ff The

number of WIOA participants experiencing an increase in wages within 12 months of unsubsidized employment will
increase from an average of $13.00 per hour in PY2016, to $14.50 per hour by PY2018.

ff The number of WIOA participants remaining in unsubsidized
federal Program Year (PY) 2016 to 65% in PY2019, and 75% by 2022.

employment 6 months after hire, will increase from 59% in

ff By

July 1, 2020, the number of people entering the labor force will equal the number of people leaving the labor
force; by 2024 the number of people entering the labor force will exceed the number leaving the labor force. (This
objective is dependent upon participation by multiple state agencies/departments).

GOAL: Labor Force Participation Rate
reverse, the decline in VT’s labor force participation by
reengaging and assisting discouraged and/or undertrained workers, targeting outreach to disenfranchised
youth, bolstering employment services to individuals
exiting the correctional system, minimizing barriers to
employment for individuals on public assistance, and
investing in career awareness resources for young
Vermonters. (See Labor Force Participation Plan
Appendix for details.)

ff By

2018 achieve full executive branch awareness of, and support for, the critical imperative of expanding the state’s
workforce as a percent of total population.

Key Indicators

Vulnerable

VDOL

By July 1, 2020, eliminate, and by 2024

ff The

number of WIOA participants experiencing an increase in wages within 12 months of unsubsidized employment will
increase from an average of $13.00 per hour in PY2016, to $14.50 per hour by PY2018.

ff The number of WIOA participants remaining in unsubsidized
federal Program Year (PY) 2016 to 65% in PY2019, and 75% by 2022.

employment 6 months after hire, will increase from 59% in

ff By

July 1, 2020, the number of people entering the labor force will equal the number of people leaving the labor
force; by 2024 the number of people entering the labor force will exceed the number leaving the labor force. (This
objective is dependent upon participation by multiple state agencies/departments).

GOAL: Increasing Opportunity for Vulnerable Populations
ff Reduce

between students in our Historically Marginalized
Group (FRL, IEP, Migrant, ELL, Foster, Ethnic Minority)
and those without these characteristics for all
measures described in Goal #1.

Key Indicators

Vulnerable

AOE

By 2020, Vermont will have reduced inequities

equity gap in the percentage of students with Personalized Learning Plans.
Reduce
equity gap in the percent of students completing two non-traditional learning opportunities by 5%.
ff
ff Reduce equity gap in the percent of graduating seniors meeting one or more career/college ready assessments by 5%.
ff Reduce equity gap in participation in dual enrollment, early college and other state programs by 5%.
ff Reduce equity gap in the average scale score of students on English, Math, and Science assessments in all grades. See Appendix for specific goals.
ff Reduce equity gap in the 4-year and 6-year graduation rate. See Appendix for specific goals.
ff Implement two statewide strategies from the DLM report to better serve students with learning needs.
ff Increase percent of FRL students accessing PreK/or increasing their dosage of PreK by 5%.
See equity goals in Appendix.
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The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

GOAL: Reduce Reliance on Intensive Services
Key Indicators

Vulnerable

AHS

By 2020, increase utilization of preventive and

home and community-based services to improve
appropriateness and effectiveness of services, flow
across systems of care, and lower costs.

ff Increase

percentage of those served who agree that services were right for them in selected programs by 1%–3%.

ff Decrease
ff How

the average length of stay of people receiving identified services in selected programs by 1%–3%.

well: Increase the percentage of people accessing services at home or in the community in selected programs by 1%–3%.

ff Decrease

the number of people on waiting lists for services in selected programs by 1%–3%.

Vulnerable

AHS

By 2020, increase coordination of services across

departments and programs to individuals and families
to increase well-being and economic security.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Increase Coordination of AHS Services
ff Increase

number of AHS programs using “One” 1 plans with individuals and families across the Agency by 1%–5%.

ff Increase percent of customers accomplishing goals related to well-being and economic security
across the Agency by 1%–5%.

in their “One” Plans 

GOAL: Integrate Farm and Food Opportunities
ff FY 2019,

opportunities and job training into the available
addiction treatment and recovery options, through
creative and entrepreneurial government, nonprofit,
and private partnerships.

Key Indicators

Vulnerable

AAFM

By FY2022, integrate farm and food based

Define baseline of ag/food based job training programs for those in recovery. Add two programs above baseline by 2021.
ff In FY 2020 Partner with government entities, private businesses, and non-profits to establish and implement a new food/ag-based
option for supporting addicts in treatment and recovery.

ff In FY20 implement
and Windham County.

employment-based pilot projects in Chittenden County, Rutland County, Washington County, Caledonia County, Franklin County;

ff In FY2021, achieve
the sector.

75% success rate for participants completing the ag/food business job training program, as measured by 1 year of stable employment in

ff In FY2022

identify 5–10 additional businesses to offer positions to recovering addicts; expand program to all 14 counties.

GOAL: Enhance Recreational Use of Water, Wetlands and Natural Resources
ff By 6/30/2023, increase the annual amount of stormwater-related pollutants prevented from entering surface waters
each year to 1,800 tons through implementation of stormwater best management practices on impervious surfaces management practices. (Metric to be updated based on
result of ongoing study.)

use and enjoyment of Vermont’s waters,
wetlands and natural resources by
increasing the number of clean water and
pollution runoff projects and increasing the
number acres of wetland and floodplain
restored and protected.

Key Indicators

Vulnerable

ANR

By 2022, enhance the recreational

ff By

6/30/2023, implement 20% of necessary water-quality upgrades identified on municipal road inventories.
ff 6,750 acres of wildlife habitat improved on private lands.
ff From 7/1/2018-6/30/2023, restore
habitat and reduce stream erosion.
ff From 7/1/2018-6/30/2023,
and improve fish habitat.
ff Increase

4000 (cumulative) acres of wetlands and floodplains to provide flood resiliency, recreational use, and wildlife

700 (cumulative) undersized stream crossings or defunct dams removed to reduce erosion and flood damages,

the number of towns with groundwater protection strategies in the town plans from one to four.

Vulnerable

DPS

By 2022, reduce major motor vehicle
crashes in Vermont.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Reduce Major Vehicle Crashes
ff 5% fewer crashes and
coordination with VTrans).
ff Increased

deaths on Vermont’s highways as compared to the previous 5-year average (This is a shared goal with VTrans and will be pursued in

impaired driving enforcement to include a 10–15% increase in Troopers trained as Drug Recognition Experts (DREs).

ff Implementation

of a reliable roadside test for drugs which is accepted by Vermont’s Courts.
1
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A “One” Plan is a plan across programs and departments that will increase coordination, decrease duplication and support better customer service and outcomes.

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

Government Modernization
and Efficiency

STRATEGIC
OUTCOME

Develop and institutionalize a culture of
Continuous Improvement, integrating a top-down
Vision with employee driven ideas, encouraging
employee participation, process improvement and
modernization projects, to provide Vermonters
with efficient and effective services, and improved
customer service, in all areas of State Government.

State Strategic Plan 2018–2023 (FY2019–FY2023) Vision
Vermont’s economy is growing faster than the costs of living; our state is measurably
more affordable each year for families and businesses; and we are meeting our
obligation to protect the most vulnerable.

Continuously defend the state data network and raise employee and citizen
awareness of risks in cyberspace to reduce the likelihood of unauthorized access
and misuse of Vermont data.

Key Indicators

Modernization
and Efficiency

ADS

GOAL: Data and Cyber Security
ff 100%

of Executive branch employees complete basic security training by the end of 2018.

ff Track
ff A

and report the number of intrusion attempts thwarted per month.

minimum of 5% of IT budget dollars invested in security initiatives by FY22.

ff Increase

the number of trained IT security professionals by 25% by 2019, as compared to FY 2017 baseline.

ff Implement

the approved recommendations of the Governor’s Cybersecurity Action Team by the end of 2020.

Modernization
and Efficiency

AOT

Continuously improve project development

efficiency by reducing the time and cost for planning,
engineering, permitting, right-of-way acquisition and
construction management.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Improve Transportation Project Planning
ff By 2020, significantly accelerate transportation projects, and stimulate additional construction sector economic activity, by implementing a
contracting system that reduces the length/time of the contracting process by 25–50% and ensure that allocated resources for a construction season are deployed,
and construction begins, in that season.
ff By

2021, reduce project development time by 10% over 2017 baseline levels.
ff By 2021, reduce the combined project development and construction management costs by 10% over 2017 baseline levels.
ff No more than 10% of the bridges on the state highway system will be structurally deficient for any year.
ff No more than 25% of pavement on the state highway system will be very poor for any year.

Modernization
and Efficiency

AOA

By June 30th of the FY 18, 19, and 20, enact operational,

education and capital budgets that advance the governor’s strategic priorities using
a budget development process with clear budget instructions and definition of
priorities by the end of the prior August. (FIN)

By June 2021, deliver the first strategic budget designed through a budget

Key Indicators

GOAL: Improve Budgeting Process, Including Performance Management
ff Annual delivery of a fully balanced and strategic budget which limits the total spending increase to the
Growth Rate Calculation, a 6-year rolling average of wage growth and overall economic growth.
ff Transitioning

to a strategic, results-based/performance management budget.

Modernization
and Efficiency

DFR

By July 1, 2018, prepare and distribute a regulatory guide for captive

insurance company owners and managers that will increase operational efficiency
and serve as a consistent and easy to use information resource for the industry.
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Key Indicators

GOAL: Captive Insurance Regulatory Guide
ff 10%

reduction in staff time spent answering operational questions.

ff 10%

reduction in reporting errors and examination comments.

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

By December 31, 2018, successfully implement the $9 million
modernization of the Unemployment Insurance tax/benefit system.
Successfully implement the $3 million modernization of the Workers’
Compensation system by 2020.

Key Indicators

Modernization
and Efficiency

VDOL

GOAL: Government Efficiency Through Innovations
ff Achieve

milestones as outlined in the program implementation plan.

ff Achieve

the ‘go-live’ activation dates.

ff Measure and report on the efficiencies achieved through implementation of this system, including
but not limited to savings in staff time, improved customer service, reduced error/corrections, and total operational cost.

Modernization
and Efficiency

DFR

By July 1, 2019, expand DFR’s use of electronic filing to mandate online processing for

the approximately $90 million received and processed annually by the Securities and Insurance
Divisions, to increase operational efficiency while decreasing costs, errors, and potential for fraud.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Expand DFR Electronic Filing
ff Elimination
three positions.

of staff time spent processing and depositing paper checks, totaling a 25% reduction across

ff Provide for the timely receipt and accurate accounting of payments in the appropriate fiscal
year that would increase DFR’s year-end direct application to the general fund.
ff Decrease

the time and cost spent by insurance companies and securities filers.

GOAL: Employee On-Boarding Process, Talent Acquisition, Annual Evaluations and CI Training
ff By 2020, 100% of all new
professional development path.

Modernization
and Efficiency

AOA

training courses, a professional development pathway and key check-in points to increase
productivity, employee engagement and retention and support a culture of continuous improvement.

By 2020, implement an improved talent acquisition process to attract and hire a highperforming, diverse workforce for the state of Vermont.

BY 2020, increase the number of employees who receive their annual performance evaluations.
BY FY 2021 and 2023, increase the number of employees who are trained in Continuous
Improvement “Belt” techniques (Lean and Results-Based Accountability).

Key Indicators

By 2019, implement an employee onboarding process that includes orientation, standard

employees complete onboarding process and have a defined

ff By

2021, reduce average time from Job Requisition date to hire date from 82 days to 70 days.
ff 75% annual performance evaluation completion rate in 2018, 85% in 2019; 90% in 2020.
(NOTE: this will be difficult to accurately track until a performance management tracking system is in place).

ff Increase employee satisfaction over 2017 baseline levels each year, as reflected in annual satisfaction
survey, achieving a 10% increase by 2021.
ff 25% of all state
50% by FY 2023.

employees “belt-trained” in Continuous Improvement techniques by FY 2021; and

Modernization
and Efficiency

AHS

By 2019, implement a data governance system to

better understand performance trends across program
areas and inform investments.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Increased Use of Cross-Agency Data
ff All

(6) departments have adopted agency-wide data governance protocols.

ff 50%

of programs in each Department are represented in AHS and Department Scorecards.

Modernization
and Efficiency

VDOL

By July 2020, successfully implement a workplace
structure and environment that achieves ‘organizational
excellence’ using organizational development best
practices, VDOL will use employee and customer service
benchmarks, along with continuous diagnosis, planning,
implementation and evaluation, to ensure improvement
in both the Department’s employee satisfaction and
overall customer service levels.
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Key Indicators

GOAL: Organizational Performance
ff By Dec. 31 of each year, conduct annual PIVOT reviews of each Division and provide and implement 1–3 specific recommendations
(tactical action plans) for improving operations to increase efficiency (programmatic and indirect) without reducing staff or services to the public.
ff Increase completion
99% by Dec. 31, 2020.
ff Increase

rate for annual evaluations from a current rate of 20% to 75% by Dec. 31, 2018; 85% by Dec. 31, 2019; and

staff participation in the DHR employee engagement survey from a current rate of 52%, to 90% by Dec. 31, 2020.

ff Increase percentage of VDOL employees who are ‘satisfied’
state-wide average of 76% by Dec. 31, 2020; and 90–95% by Dec. 31, 2022.

with their job from the current level of 68.2% to exceed the

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

GOAL: Executive Branch Project Management Centralization
function across the Executive branch of State government
to: 1) align project management software, staff and
processes; 2) enable entities to share project manager
(PM) resources to reduce contractor PM costs; and 3)
Empower PMs to perform their role as defined by the
EPMO rather than by their project’s sponsoring entity, to
increase information transparency and the ability to act

ff By

Key Indicators

Modernization
and Efficiency

ADS

By 2020, centralize the project management

2018, create one standard project management process for the Executive branch.
ff Project management process posted and clearly labeled on the EPMO website.
ff Executive branch IT project managers will report up to the EPMO Director by 2018.
ff Establish one unified PMO called the EPMO, no other satellite PMOs will exist.
ff Contractor PM costs reduced by 10% in FY2019, due to PM resource sharing.
ff Requirements for an enterprise project portfolio management (PPM) tool will be documented by 12/1/18; and a requirement gap and
cost analysis of the PPM tools currently used will be performed. The tool that best meets the State’s needs will be selected as the enterprise solution by 2/28/19.

Modernization
and Efficiency

DPS

By 2020, streamline the permitting processes for all

permits under the auspices of the Division of Fire Safety
to reduce the time between the submission of the permit
application and the issuance or denial of the permit.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Improve Fire Safety Permitting
ff 95%

of all permits will be reviewed and issued within 30 days of the submission of a fully completed application.

ff 50%

of all permits will issue within 20 days of the submission of a fully completed application.

ff Coordination

with ANR and other state agencies engaged in permit reform.

Modernization
and Efficiency

AAFM

By FY2021, streamline current VAAFM dairy, water

quality, and produce inspection programs to reduce staff
time required to perform inspections and create capacity
to prioritize water quality programs.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Streamline Agriculture Inspections
ff Implement
ff Cross

a pilot CRM system in one Vermont county to provide better customer service and relationship with constituents.

train and redeploy four staff to provide complete agency program management in one Vermont County.

ff Improve customer satisfaction as evidenced by feedback and customer survey tools. Determine baseline and achieve 90–95% satisfaction rates by 2021.
ff Improve

staff satisfaction of inspection programs and achieve 90–95% satisfaction by 2021.

Modernization
and Efficiency

ADS

By 2021, increase accuracy of reporting and

support creation of a comprehensive Executive branch
information technology (IT) budget by reviewing and
categorizing all financial transactions related to
technology spending.

Key Indicators

GOAL: Improve IT Reporting and Budgeting
ff VISION
ff 90%

Chart of Accounts (or other nimbler accounting software) can accurately code IT expenses by 2021.

of IT dollars accurately categorized by 2019.

ff 100%

of agencies and departments have categorized IT spend.

Modernization
and Efficiency

DPS

By FY2021, successfully implement the revised

State Emergency Management Plan, including all mission
area plans (Prevention, Protection, Response, Recovery,
Mitigation), through education, training, and exercise of
internal and external emergency management partners.
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Key Indicators

GOAL: State Emergency Management Plan
ff Complete
ff Evaluate

updated plan and gain Governor’s endorsement in FY2019.

plan implementation through a statewide catastrophic exercise in FY2020.

ff Implement

updated Statewide Training and Exercise Plan in FY2019 to reflect plan updates and preparations for the FY2020 exercise.
ff In FY2021, achieve Emergency Management Accreditation Program (EMAP) reaccreditation based on the new State Emergency
Management Plan.

ff Coordination

with AoT on its goal of updating the AOT project selection and prioritization system in the area of flood resistance.

The Strategic Plan evolves with periodic update(s) to remain responsive and relevant. Contact Susan A. Zeller, Chief Performance Officer with any questions.

